THE COMCOLOR FW5230
SOLUTION
Up to 120 pages / minute

A4 / A3 formats

1 side bin (1000 sheets) 2 front bins (2 x 500 sheets)

HYBRID MATERIAL

ComColor FW5230 boasts ultra-fast print speed combined with a fast first print time to streamline
printing, helping make busy work environments more efficient. Its ultimately low power consumption
prevents paper from curling to reduce paper jams. And because output requires no cooling, pages can be
sent immediately after printing to any of your optional finishers, vastly reducing production times.

The features and simplicity of a copier

The use of the ComColor FW5230 is within everyone's reach. You print in one click and easily customize
the interface of your hardware. No special technical skills are required.

The computer environment of a printer

You control your printing without any specific connection . A code system allows you to maintain the
confidentiality of printed matter, protect your data or limit access to certain media.

The Reliability and Speed of Offset

Moving paper horizontally under the print heads promotes high print speeds with minimal offset. V ou
manage up to 120 pages per minute and get a record availability rate.

ADVANTAGES

Productivity: ultra-fast, the ComColor FW5230 allows you to manage your production peaks serenely. It
gives you the robustness you need to print millions of pages.

Versatility: You print many types of media (administrative documents, reports, presentations, booklets,
leaflets, posters, letterhead, envelopes ...).

Reliability: unlike laser printers, the ComColor FW5230 does not have an oven. The paper is not
exposed to any heat source, which reduces paper jams.

Autonomy: Recognized for its versatility, the ComColor FW5230 allows you to reduce the call for
outsourcing. You do all your work from a single hardware. You save time and money.

CERTIFICATIONS AND ECOLABELS OF
THE FW SERIES

RISO printers of the FW series are recognized for their environmental benefits.

ENERGY STAR
Ecolabel relating to the energy efficiency of office equipment.

BLUE ANGEL
Environmental certification relating to recycling, pollution reduction and energy consumption.

EPEAT
Ecolabel assessing the effect of a computer product on the environment.

